
Per CDC guidance fully vaccinated people can resume activities without wearing a  

mask or physically distancing, except where required by federal, state, local laws, 

rules, and regulations, including local business and workplace guidance.

If you are unvaccinated CDC guidance states it’s important that you wear a

mask when in public and when it is not possible to stay 6 feet away from others.

CDC cannot provide the specific risk level for every activity in every community.

 It is important to consider your own personal situation and the risk

to you, your family, and your community before venturing out.

If you have COVID symptoms, been exposed, or feel sick

or someone at your home is sick, please stay home

Notify DMCC if you have been diagnosed with COVID-19

after being on a group ride that is posted or sponsored by the DMCC

Positivity Rate is under 5% in both Polk or Dallas County.
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There are no restrictions on listing these rides on our site

We strongly encourage rides to follow the DMCC COVID-19 Guidelines

Published Rides

Rides sponsored by other groups that are published on our Facebook page.                                            

These rides need to follow Club rules to post, but there are no COVID restrictions.

These rides are not DMCC sponsored, ride at your own risk.

Rides can be DMCC Sponsored with a social component if the COVID-19 

Social rides consist of an extended midride stop. An example is riding to a bar for drinks

If at any time you believe conditions to be unsafe

immediately discontinue further participation in any ride

Informal Member Rides

Club members posting rides for others to join them 

Club Sponsored Rides

Rides set up by the club including Let's Roll rides

No rides will be DMCC Sponsored if the COVID-19 Positivity Rate 

is over 10% in either Polk or Dallas County.

Rides can be DMCC Sponsored without a social component if the COVID-19 

Positivity Rate is over 5% & under 10% in either Polk or Dallas County. 
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Rides and Guidelines
 

DMCC COVID-19 PROTOCOL
Outdoor activities with social distancing can provide a lower risk than many other activities.

To provide the safest experience possible, the DMCC recommends you follow

all CDC Guidelines plus local & state ordinances.  
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